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The letter to the editor (Synoptic operative reports for quality improvement in pediatric cancer care) by Cundy et al. [1] was in response to our research report *Surgical protocol violations in children with renal tumors provides an opportunity to improve pediatric cancer care: A report from the Children’s Oncology Group.* [2] In our study we used real-time central review of surgical reports, pathology and cross-sectional imaging to identify protocol adherence and suggested that this could be a surrogate for surgical quality and identify opportunities for improvement. Cundy et al. suggest another evidence-based tool to improve surgical quality, the synoptic operative report. Review of the literature on synoptic operative reports demonstrates significant advantages over standard dictations for rectal cancer and breast. [3-5] It is electronic and web-based with dropdown menus; this form of operative report was associated with more complete and reliable documentation. [6] What is unclear from the literature is whether it was associated with actual improved performance, which was the main problem we addressed in our study. Surgical care includes doing the correct operation as well as documentation of what has been done. Pre-surgical timeouts and checklists have been shown to avoid errors and we agree with Cundy et al that the synoptic operative report has good evidence to be a tool to improve care and should be embraced and studied to see if it helps with adherence to protocols. [7] In addition, with the widespread use of electronic medical records, we now have the flexibility to develop smart templates that would allow for development of templates for pediatric renal tumors or other pediatric cancers. These templates could contain dropdown menus that incorporate the principles of synoptic operative notes. This in conjunction with other best practices would be helpful in reducing protocol violations and improving pediatric surgical cancer care.
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